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Surround Master v?
❖ involve audio

WIZARDS OF OZ
Until the original Surround Master appeared a few years back, there 
hadn’t been a hardware product capable of decoding matrix-quadra
phonic recordings (most commonly CBS SQ or Sansui’s QS) since the 
acclaimed Tate DES (‘Directional Enhancement System’) SQ decoder 
of the mid-l980s.The Surround Master, from Victoria-based Involve 
Audio, managed to achieve what the big Japanese manufacturers of 
AV receivers couldn’t be bothered to - implement accurate quad
decoding within the digital domain.

Those who bought the Surround Master in its original form 
(or the variant that Involve optimised for SQ) praised it, making 
comparisons with the best of yesteryear’s all-analogue units. However, 
the Surround Master looked rather cheap in its plastic case.

No such criticism can be made of its successor, the Surround

Further details: www.involveaudio.com

This new unit, which retains the analogue stereo input and 4.0/5.1 outputs of the original, also allows users to adjust the levels of the input and 
each output channel. Best of all, a mode-switch on the front panel informs the world that you no longer need a separate version for SQ - this unit 
covers everything. At $659 Australian dollars (approximately £363) including shipping,‘quaddies’ will find the Surround Master V2 much cheaper than 
a second-hand Tate DES (or its QS equivalent in performance terms, Sansui’s uber-rare Japan-only QS-DI000).

experience’.
Master V2, described by Involve as “combining true circular surround-sound with real-time remastering, to produce a completely-accurate sound 

IN THE BAR
Polk Audio, born in the early-1970s heyday of mass-market hi-fi, hasn’t 
- it would seem - forgotten its roots. Polk is these days more into car *. 
audio, home cinema and TV sound reinforcement than ‘real’ hi-fi featured 
in these pages. Fulfilling the latter role is the S3, the newest addition 
to Polk’s ‘Signia Series’ soundbars. Featuring an internal complement 
of four “performance-tuned’’ drivers, the lower octaves are filled in by 
a wireless subwoofer. Such an arrangement allows the Signia S3 to be 
accommodated discreetly by modern living spaces.

Chromecast for Audio is built in for straight forward streaming 
from the likes of Google Play Music, Amazon Music HD, Spotify,Tidal, 
Roon and Qobuz.Also supported is Google Assistant, for voice-activated 
playlisting of music - if, that is, you already have Google Home on one of 
your devices.

Movies and TV aren’t forgotten; the Signia S3 “decodes Dolby Digital
5.1 content for lifelike home-cinema sound with a single HDMI ARC 
(Audio Return Channel) connection”.

Further details: en.polkaudio.com

ELECTRIC AGAIN
Older readers might remember English Electric as more than just the title of an OMD
album.To them, it flew the (Union) flag for 20th-century British industry and engineering.
Deities and Lightnings.The Lyons Electronic Office.The white heat of...atomic energy.Ahh, Rule
Britannia!

Nostalgia addicts might welcome the news that English Electric, who disappeared in 1968, has now
been revived as a brand by “the good people at Chord Company” (specifically, Alan and Sally Gibb).Time
to dust off all the traditional cliches - warm draught bitter, cottage rose-gardens and the sound of willow on
leather’?

Possibly; the new English Electric’s first product is a Gigabit Ethernet switch, reflecting where technology is today.
Optimised for music, the 8Switch has eight ports (hence the name) and is built into a machined aluminium enclosure. Its 
features include electrical noise isolation, temperature-compensated crystal-clocking with accuracy rated at 0. Ippm, resonance-damping 
feet and front-panel indication of power, alarm and link status/speed for each of the eight ports.The 8Switch’s £450 asking price also 
includes a 0.75m Chord Company C-Stream digital streaming cable worth £40.This story was alas spoilt for us after Chord’s PR 
admitted to us that the 8Switch is made not in Preston, but “Asia, to keep the price down”. He did however add that “British-built (EE) 
products will follow”.

Further details: English Electric, (01980) 625700. englishelectric.uk
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